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Introduction

-PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS

MATERIAL HAS BEEN GRANTED BY

TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)."

In December, 1986 Kentucky's Office of Vocational

Education

Computers

Education

From

funded a special project on Career Exploration in

at Hazard Community College under the Vocational

Sex Bias and Stereotyping Program.

January through September, this project directly

served 765 residents of HCC's service area. Workshops were

held for over 300 area high school students as well as for

84 individuals studying or employed in computer-oriented

careers.

The project assisted 146 young people between the ages

of 18 and 21 years who were employed during the summer in

the LKLP Head Start program sponsored by the JTPA. The

project offered assistance to adults preparing for the GED

exams, to clients of the Rural Women Proprietorship Project

and to participants in HCC's Career Awareness Program for

Single Parents and Homemakers. It was also used as part of

a Curriculum Enrichment in-service training day for Perry

County high school teachers.

A complete roster of groups served is included as

Appendix I of this report.

When one considers the multiplier effect of these

individuals in their own families or among their co-workers

and friends, as well as the general publicity the project
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generated, the concepts of (1) career choice and of

(2) career mobility in computer related fields were widely

disseminated.

Project Goals and Objectives

The Career Exploration in Computers project had two

primary goals:

I) To introduce and reinforce the overall concept of

career choice in Hazard Community College's

five-county service area (Breathitt, Knott, Leslie,

Letcher and Perry Counties in southeastern

Kentucky)

II) To broaden the perspective of people considering or

already employed in data processing career tracks

so they can pursue career options beyond entry-

level or dead-end jobs

Goal I: The Concept of Career Choice

The primary objective for achieving Goal I (introducing

the concept of career choice) was "to conduct a public aware-

ness campaign during the first six months of 1987 to intro-

duce and reinforce the notion of choice."

This objective was identified as critical for two

reasons. First, the concept of career choice -- based on

one's interests and talents -- has not been widespread in

(2)
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southeastern Kentucky for men or for women because the

coal/dole economy has generated a sense, and often a

reality, of limited options, and thus limited aspirations.

Secondly, particularly for women in the mountains, sex

roles have been very traditionally defined. Thus, the need

to introduce and reinforce the concept of choice, and to

stimulate the motivation for vocational training and

education that such internalized direction can foster, was

clear.

Specific services were defined by which this objective

was to be achieved. A summary of their results follows:

(A) Introduce 150-250
people to the concept
of career choice and
the availability of
our computer literacy
course via the January
computer fair

This initial step in the pro-
ject proved disappointing.
The fair's location was
originally to have been in a
large shopping center where
numerous passers-by could
drop in and take part. These
logistics were not able to be
worked out by the sponsoring
agency, so the fair was moved
to HCC's Business & Industry
Technical Assistance Center,
a new location, which had not
been well-established and
which was not situated to
attract walk-in business.
Only 10 persons worked at the
Career Exploration Corner.
On the other hand, the Career
Exploration Corner received
media coverage in papers
throughout the region (see
Appendix IIB). This initial
effort, then, while it did
liot serve the numbers origi-
nally anticipated, did intro-
duce the project's concept
throughout HCC's service area
and also pulled together the
staff members so that by
February, the project team
was united, trained and pre-
pared to move on to the next
service.

(3)
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(B) Introduce roughly 300-
400 high school stu-
dents to the concept
of career choice and
the availability of
our computer literacy
course via at least
4 presentations in
area high schools by
June 30

By the end of June, 333 area
high school students had been
through the career exploration
workshop, including the hands-
on computerized career finder
unit.

There were some serious
difficulties as well as some
real successes in this aspect
of the project.

There was enormous diffi-
culty in generating cooperation
from local school teachers and
counselors. Many were sus-
picious that this project was
an admissions/recruiting
effort in disguise. Others
were intimidated by the com-
puters themselves. The Pro-
ject Director spent countless
hours on the telephone trying
to arrange for workshops. It
is a testimony to her per-
severance that this project
was able to deliver services
at all to area students.

Where the project was
allowed in, ethusiasm for its
impact was high (see Appendix
III).

Goal II: Broadening the Pers222tive of People Considering
or Already Employed in Data Processing

A second goal of this project was to broaden the

perspective of persons studying for or already employed in

data processing, to encourage them to develop more advanced-

level training so as not to remain at entry-level or dead-

end jobs. Key to this effort was introducing the concept

that the computer is a tool, and that mastering its operation

is just the first step in a career, rather than an end in

and of itself. The objective specified for achieving this

goal was "to provide a unique type of computer literacy

program which would emphasize the user's control over the
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computer to achieve personal career goals rather than merely

teaching entry-level data entry and retrieval operations."

Specific services were defined by which this objective

was to be achieved. A summary of their results follows.

(A) Introduce approximately
100-150 people who are
studying or already em-
ployed in data process-
ing to options for career
mobility using their com-
puter-based skills.

HCC's data processing major
is one of the most rapidly
expanding programs at the
College. Unlike many other
regions of the country where
the market for these gradu-
ates is approaching satura-
tion, the need for skilled
data processing personnel is
still growing throughout the
College's service area. HCC's
Data Processing program has
been undergoing major revi-
sions during the past year.
The College has invested
heavily in adding instructors
and essential equipment.

This particular grant
project added an essential
component to the work of the
new data processing instruc-
tional team by providing a
catalyst toward moving the
focus still further from
"getting a job" to
"beginning a career." As the
faculty built this message
quite directly into their
classroom discussion, and as
the program upgraded gradu-
tion requirements and hands-
on experience to match, the
whole perspective shifted,
and a true career program has
emerged from what had been a
good, but more limited focus
skills program.

Some 67 persons studyiL.7
in both accounting and data
processing programs were intro-
duced to this concept of career
choice and career mobility
during the project period. An
additional 17 persons, already

(Continued)



(B) Provide a career ex-
ploration-oriented
computer literacy
course to at least
20 participants
drawn from the ex-
ternal workshops
conducted as part
of this project

(6)

employed in the field, attended
advanced skills workshops
with career mobility as the
emphasis.

A major employer of data
processing personnel in this
region is the banking industry.
Surp.-isingly, all banks con-
tacted about skills upgrading
workshops for their employees
declined the offer. This
had been a prime target mar-
for the project, since so
many of the college's data
processing graduates have
found employment there. The
lack of response by the bank-
ing industry was a serious
disappointment.

Tbis effort attracted a tre-
mendous response, with 200
persons benefitting from the
workshop. Despite the frus-
trations the project team
faced in trying to place the
program in high schools and
banks, the word-of-mouth
spread, and some exciting
outreach occurred in some un-
anticipated, but most appro-
priate corners. Fifty stu-
dents in the gifted program
at the R.W. Combs elementary
school attended a special day
at the College, and the career
exploration workshop was adapted
for their age range and conduc-
ted for them. In June, 146
LKLP Head Start participants,
ages 18-21, sponsored by the
JTPA, requested the workshops,
and over 4 days, all gained
access to it. Then in August,
Perry County educators requested
that an in-service program be
conducted for representatives
from their high schools, so
that they could better under-
stand the project and generate
more involvement for the coming
school year in their schools.
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Additional Outreach Generated By The Project

In addition to the 627 persons served through the

specific objectives of the project, as it was initially

proposed, an additional 138 benefitted from the workshops.

Participants in the Career Awareness program for Single

Parents and Homemakers and in the Rural Women Proprietorship

Program -- both funded by the Office of Vocational Education --

benefitted during the project's duration.

The College's own career counselling program utilized

the workshops as part of freshmen orientation exercises for

technical students, finding, as did most participants, that

the motivational stimulus of the workshop helped to keep

participants focussed on why it was they were pursuing their

training or education. Some adult students, preparing for

their GED exams at the College's Learning Lab, learned about

the career finder workshop, and requested it for themselves.

Future Impact of the Project

That the project successfully introduced the topic of

career choice to the region is clear. Hundreds of area

residents participated. WYMT-TV televised the workshops in

April at Knott Central High School. Local papers covered

the January Career Exploration Corner. The College's Career

Counselor was invited to speak on a radio talk show in

Hindman.

(7)



By the end of the project period, the project's

services were being requested by other job training agencies

in the area, and the local high schools were lowering their

resistance and seeking avenues of cooperation for 1987-88.

There are several specific ways in which this projec._

will live on:

(1) In-service training for HCC faculty to make them

more aware of the career-finder workshop and how

they can use it with the students -- traditional

and nontraditional -- that HCC serves

(2) Ongoing introduction of the workshop into such

special projects at the College as the Career

Awareness Program for Single Parents and

Homemakers, the job training program for Older

Workers, the Rural Women Proprietorship Project

and the Entrepreneurship Training Program for

Dislocated Coal Miners, as examples

(3) Continued use in freshman orientation and ongoing

career counseling activities for technical

students at the college

(4) Follow-up as requested by area schools

(5) Follow-up as requested by area job training

agencies

This project has added an important new component to

the community service programs of the College. To the

extent that the current faculty can respond to requests for

these workshops, they will.

(8)



4 There is a belief among the team who developed the

project that addiLilnal funds could be used most effectively

to build upon the inroads made during this project period.

Their recommendation would be for a career training

specialist to be added to the College's outreach staff, to

continue the project and to take it further in the region.

Current faculty are immersed in teaching. HCC hes had

a 64% increase in students and only a 29% increase in

faculty in the past two years. The fact that any community

service is performed on top of these unprecedented teaching

loads is a testimony to the HCC faculty's dedication. There

simply is not time enough for the current'team to pursue pro-

actively the potential interest in this career development

area. At best, they can try to respond to inquiries from

outside.

A liaison with the community, to follow up with

schools, agencies and industries wtose personnel could use

this service, could take this vocational/career concept

program from what has proven to be a very positive first

step into a fruitful next phase for the people of this

region. Such a liaison person could also engage in tracking

students exposed to the program to see, longer-term, whether

it has a sustained impact on motivation and educational

pursuit.

(9)
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January 31

March 3

March 3,10,
17,24,31

March 19

April 7

April 14

April 14

April 14

April 14

April 15

April 21

April 23

April 24

June

Appendix IA

Career Exploration Workshops
January - September, 1987

Computer Fair
Business & Industry Technical
Assistance Center

Hazard Community College 10

Leslie County High School 3

advanced skills workshop for
mid-managers of local
businesses 8

Knott Central High School 75

Data Processing students
Hazard Community College 20

M.C. Napier High School 30

Data Processing Students
Hazard Community College 9

Accounting students
Hazard Community College 10

Data Processing students
Hazard Community College 18

R.W. Combs gifted
students program 50

Accounting students
Hazard Community College 10

Knott Central High School 75

Business Career Day
for area high school
students
Hazard Community College

GED students
Learning Lab
Hazard Community College

2

150

10



June 3,10,
17,24

June 16,18,
24&25

Appendix IB

advanced skills workshop for mid-
managers and secretarial staff
for local office of U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers 6

LKLP Head Start students
JTPA summer program 146

July 7,14, Freshmen orientation for technical
22&30 students

Hazard Community College 107

August 11 Perry County High School Teachers'
in-service day 4

August 31 Rural Women Proprietorship Project 9

September 3,
10,17,21

September Career Awareness Program for
Single Parents and Homemakers
Hazard Community College

September advanced skills workshop for super-
visors and secretaries for local
Office of U.S. Department of
Labor

12

3

765



Release Date:

APPENDIX II-A

Hazard Community College News
One Ccammunity College Drive Highway 15 South

Hazard, Kentucky 41701 (808)436-5721

January 29, 1987
il eContact Person: Xim Hanson 11-..14s..
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HCC Career Counselor Debbie Cox runs through the

"Career Finder" program as Data Processing Instructor

Joe Hayden looks on. Both will be available at the

Business & Office Automation Show, January 31, 10 a.m.

at HCC's BITAC Center, 825 High Street, Hazard.

HAVI.PD COMMVNITY COLLEGE IS A PART OF
THF VNIVIASITY Or KENTUCRY COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM

AND SUMS BREATNITT, KNOTT, LESLIE, LETCHER AND PERRY COUNTIES
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APPENDIX II-C Three new faculty join HCC
With the enrollment in-

crease experienced this
year at Hazard Community
College, the College has ad-
ded three additional facul-
ty members who began
teaching this week, reports
Dr. G. Edward Hughes,
Director.

David Naylor of
Elizabethtown has been ap-
pointed as Instructor in
English and Developmental
Writing. Most recently he
was teaching at Lexington
Community College. He
holds an M.A. in English
from the University of Ken-
tucky, where he is current-
ly completing his Ph.D.
While a masters-degree can-
didate at UK, he won the
Best Teaching Assistant
Award. He also holds a
Masters degree in Divinity
from the Perkins School of
Theology at Southern
Methodist University,
Dallas Texas. Naylor is a
cum laude graduate of UK,
S.M.U. and of Kentucky
Wesleyan College, where he
earned his B.A. in English.
He is also experienced in
writing and editing for
publication.

Lou Vera Fulton of Neon
has been appointed an In-
structor in Business & Of-
fice Education. Fulton
holds a B.S. in Business
Education from Morehead
State and also brings exten-
sive experience from the
world of work in typing,
word procesing, calculating
machines, math for finance,
machine transcription,
medical terminology and
filing. She teaches by using
an individualized lab ap-
proach, and is accomplish-
ed at teaching children and
older returning students, as
well as traditional college-
age students. She has been
a Business Lab Assistant at
HCC since 1982.

Dr. Joseph Chukwu of
Owutu, Nigeria has been
appointed Assistant Pro-
fessor of Mathematics. He
holds his B.A. and M.A. in
Mathematics from Eastern
Illinois University turd his
Ph.D. in Mathematics
Education from Southern

Illinois University-
Carbondale. Since 1980, he
has taught at both Eastern
and Southern Illinois
Universities and served
also as the Director of the
Math Lab at the Webb
School in Bell Buckle, Ten-
nessee. His specilization is
in developmental
mathematics and he has
published in that area, in-
cluding a recent article in
the Illinois Mathematics
Teacher on "Translational
Difficulties in Solving Ver-
bal Problems."

Dr. Jeffrey Willens,
Academic Dean at HCC,
commented that "WP ennnt
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ourselves as truly blessed
in finding three such highly
qualified new faculty
members to come begin this
new year with us." He con-
tinued, "they bring a
wealth of experience and a
depth of conviction about
the role higher education
plays in helping people
realize their dreams for the
future. Our College and this
community are fortunate to
have these individuals
here."

HCC will be enrolling
students for its spring
semester through January
24. Call 436-5721 for further
information.-ftwttlaost 1/1,Lts?
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APPENDIX-III

KNOTT COUNTY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

P. 0. BOX 819, HINDMAN, KENTUCKY 41822 BRADY W. SLONE
PRINCIPALTELEPHONE: 808-795-8188

October 7, 1937

Debbie Cox
Career Counselor
Hazard Community College
Hazard, Kentucky 41701

Dear Ms. Cox;

am writing to let you know how much I appreciated
your career counseling session with our students last
year, Many vtudents made comments as to how interesting
and informative your program had been. The students
especially enjoyed the computer print-rout of the results
of their interest survey.

Career counseling is a very valuable tool for use in
working with high school students who are making plans
for their future, If you would like to visit our school
and conduct simdlar sessions this year, we would be very
pleased to have ycu and your staff to come beck.

Again, thank you for the excellent prolram provided by
you and your staff.

JCM:cf

frady C. Martin

Counselor



APPENDIX IVA

The Career Exploration Workshop

I. Introduction of concept of career choice

II. Review of the sex role stereotypes that can keep
persons from considering jobs that might attract them

III. Introduction of the career finder program

IV. Administration of questionnaire

V. Lab assistant assists participants with inputting
responses into computer

VI. Computer print-outs received and review conducted
of how to use them to continue one's career exploration

Note: Because there were many more students than available
computers, the questionnaire was administered on paper in
advance so that responses could be fed in more rapidly.
This proved to be a useful accommodation to the press of
numbers. A sample paper questionnaire appears as Appendix V.

The Career Finder Counselor's Manual details the
specific types of issues raised in the workshops. A copy of
excerpts from that manual comprises the remainder of
Appendix IV.
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WpeovolkAlg414444
CAREER WINDER

COUNOML...MR4'W MANUAL.

by

MARILYN MAZB

amd

PATRICIA NALDREN

April, 1986
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Copyright 1985,1986, CIASA-Wintergreen Software

Vocational Biographies edition, Vocational Biographies Inc.
Sauk Centre, MN 66378. All rights reserved.
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APPENDIX I VD

3. MEOW Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER WORKS

Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER is completely self-instructional

and user friendly. No special instructions are needed for anyone having

used a microcomputer before. There is no need to read the Counselor's

Manual before using Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER. There is a

definite need, however, for counselors to read the section "Interpreting

CAREER FINDER" before interpreting client results.

Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER has been written at the lowest

possible reading level so that clients of all ages and abilities will

find it easy to use and understand.

CAREER FINDER GWESTIONS

Eighteen (16) questions are presented on the following topics.

INTERESTS

1. Using Words (High, Medium, Low, or Skip)

2. Using Numbers (High, Medium, Low, or Skip)

3. Understanding Science (High, Medium, Low, or Skip)

4. Understanding People (High, Medium, Low, or Skip)

5. Using Art (High, Medium, Low, or Skip)

6. Attending to Details (High, Medium, Low, or Skip)

7. Leading Others (High, Medium, Low, or Skip)

8. Helping Others (High, Medium, Low, or Skip)

9. Making Things (High, Medium, Low, or Skip)

10. Growing Things (High, Medium, Low, or Skip)

TYPE OF WON

11. Physical Activity (High, Medium, Low, or Skip)

12. Change (High, Medium, Low, or Skip)

13. Meeting People (High, Medium, Low, or Skip)

14. Travel (High, Medium, Low, or Skip)

16. Drive (High, Medium, Low, or Skip)

16. Independence (High, Medium, Low, or Skip)

17. Style (Elegant, Formal, Casual, or Skip)

18. Training (Graduate School, College, Vocational, High

School, or Skip)

The basis for selecting the questions was that they be important

factors in making career choices and also that they be important

issues to clients. Careful attention has been given to avoid

using counseling Jargon in the program.

Clients do not have to answer all of the questions before

requesting a list of occupations to match. In fact they can

answer as few as one (1) question before asking for a list of

occupations. They can also back up to change a previous answer or

reread a previous screen.
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APPENDIX IVE

Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER COMMAhTS

- Questions: To answer the questions, beginning with 01.

A list of occupations is automatically printed at the end of the

questions. If the user leaves the luestions before COmpleting

them, using Q will give them the choice of going back to where

they stopped, or starting over at the beginning.

L - List: Automatic when questions are finished. May be

requested at any time during the questions or in.the rest of the

program. Produces a listing of occupational groups and scores,

then lists the 20 best matching occupations. If a printout is

requested, a summary of answers given is also printed.

F - Fit: Shows how well an occupation fits the client's

answers. Lists the questions with the client's responses and the

occupation's requirements. Also indicates how well each answer

fits the occupation (Yes, Almost, No). Can be printed.

C - Change: To change answers and ask for a new list.

I - Info: To get information about any occupation in the

program (whether it is on the 20 best matching occupations list or

not).

S - Stop: To end. Gives a Goodbye Message.

H - Help: To see a list of the instructions. (These

commends are shown).

- Period: To get back to menu (when you don't remember the SOC

numbers of your matches, for example. Then auk for

List. There is no waiting for the list because the
computer keeps this information readily available.)

SAMPLEE pnIbrikatrr
The sections of Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER (e.g.

Questions, List, Fit and Info) can be used in any order. You

can choose what to print and what not to print. This printout

shows the usual order for using the sections of the program.

It also shows what you can get if you print everything you ere

given the option to print.



APPENDIX IVF

Res .lts of Cereer Finder

For John Smith on April 24, 1986
wawalOommowMOOWImm.
mwaimmwa.ftmwmd.Amw.ammm.mmwmmmm.iom..m.mmwmwiwpolwsmvO

List of Groups and Occupations for John Smith

.1041101.M.11.014..W.....M.VIOOM 41.NOM.

John, these are the answers you gave:

1. Using Words Medium 10. Growing Things Low

2. Using Numbers Medium 11. Moving Around Low

3. Understanding Science Low 12. Change Medium

4. Understanding People High 13. Meeting People High

5. Using Art Low 14. Travel Medium

6. Attending to Details Medium 15. Drive High

7. Leading Others High 16. Independence High

9. Helping Others High 17 Style Casual

9. Pinking Things Low 18 Training Vocational

These answers were used to calculated the scores listed below. If you change

your answers, your scores will change.

John, before looking for specific occupations, Career Finder looks at

groups of occupations. These 21 groups include all of the occupations. A

score is listed for each group. Use these scores to decide which types of

occupations are best for you. The scores can go from 100 to O. Look for your

3 highest scores. You will probably find occupations you like in those groups.

Also look for the 3 lowest scores. You probably will not like the occupations

in those groups.
Groups: Scores:

iMMI.1M1414111.
m

10/ADMINISTRATORS & MANAGERS 80

16/ENGINEERS & ARCHITECTS 58

I7/NATURAL SCIENTISTS & MATHEMATICIANS 55

19/SOCIAL SCIENTISTS AND LAWYERS 83

22/TEACHERS LIBRARIANS & COUNSELORS 80

26/HEALTH DIAGNOSING & TREATING 72

29/NURSES &THERAPISTS & PHARMACISTS 63

32/WRITERS & ARTISTS & ENTERTAINERS 52

36/HRALTH TECHNOLOGISTS & TECHNICIANS 69

37/TECHNOLOGISTS & TECHNICIANS 55

40/MARKETING & SALES OCCUPATIONS 83

45/ADMINISTRATIVE & CLERICAL SUPPORT 55

50/SERVICE OCCUPATIONS 61

66/AORICULTURAL FORESTRY & FISHING 44

60/MECHANICS & REPAIRERS 66

63/CONSTRUCTION & EXTRACTIVE OCCUPATIONS 55

67/PRECISION PRODUCTION OCCUPATIONS 52

71/PRODUCTION WORKING OCCUPATIONS 47

81/TRANSPORTATION & MATERIALS MOVING 65

85/HANDLERS & HOLPERS & LABORERS 47

91/MILITARY OCCUPATIONS 68
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These ere the 20 occupations with the highest scores.

Occupations:

ADMINISTRATORS & MANAGERS

1321 PRODUCTION SUPERINTENDENTS

1352 RECREATION PROGRAM DIRECTORS

1356 UNION BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVES

1431 RECRUITERS
1432 EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWERS

1442 BUYERS

Scores:
emewomomeamlwaim

83

06
83
88
83

SOCIAL SCIENTISTS AND LAWYERS

2911 ECONOMISTS
86

2029 PAROLE AND PROBATION OFFICERS 83

2030 COMMMITY ORGANIZATION WORKERS 100

2032 SOCIAL WORKERS 86

2034 RECREATION LEADERS 94

2042 CLERGY
86

TEACHERS LIBRARIANS & COUNSELORS

2210 UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE TEACHERS 86

2320 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS 83

2330 SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS 83

2350 SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHERS 83

2390 TRAINERS
91

2402 REHABILITATION COUNSELORS 83

WRITERS & ARTISTS & ENTERTAINERS

3400 ATHLETIC INSTRUCTORS 83

MARKETING & SALES OCCUPATIONS
4122 INSURANCE SALESPEOPLE 86

4123 REAL ESTATE SALESPEOPLE 86

4210 ELECTRONICS PRODUCTS SALES REPOSER 83

4242 COMPUTER SALES REPRESENTATIVES 83

4243 APPAREL SALES REPRESENTATIVES 83

4366 CONSUMER PRODUCTS DEALERS 83

SERVICE OCCUPATIONS
5131 INVESTIGATORS
5255 TOUR GUIDES

83
91

TRANSPORTATION & MATERIALS MOVING

8217 ROUTE SALESPEOPLE 83

8
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FIT for 2030 COMUNITY ORGANIZATION
APPENDIX IVII

WORKERS Score= 100

You Occ. Fit?Question

A. Interests
1. Using Words Medium Medium Yes

2. Using Numbers Medium Medium Yes

3. Understanding Science Low Low Yes

4. Understanding People High High Yes

5. Using Art Low Low Yes

6. Attending to Details Medium Medium Yes

7. Leading Others High High Yes

B. Helping Others High High Yes

9. Meking Things Low Low Yes

10. Gtowing Things Low Low Yes

B. Types of Work
11. Moving Around Low Low Yes

12. Change Medium Medium Yes

13. Meeting People High High Yes

14. Travel Medium Medium Yes

15. Drive High High Yes

16. Independence High High Yes

17. Style Casual Casual Yes

18. Training Vocational Vocational Yes

INSD for 2030 COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION WORKERS
AMIIIMMEMPINEMMMImme.mo

COMUNITY ORGANIZATION WORMERS KELP PEOPLE GET THE SERVICIS AND PROGRAMS THEY

NEED FOR SUCH THINGS AS PUBLIC HOUSING, EMPLOYMENT, OR SOCIAL INSURANCE.

You need either two years of college or three years of apprentice-type training

before starting this job.

You will probably start at between $9,300 - $18,000/year ($775 -$1500/month or

$4.45 -$8.65/hr).

To get a Job in this field, you may have to start in a lower level JAI, move to

another place, or get on a waiting list.

For more information:
1704111111NP=IMMM,111.

Vocational Biographies
For stories of real workers in this end/or similar career., look up the

following VOCATIONAL BIOGRAPHIES: (Note that the letter and first number are

the 'Book Number' and the last two numbers are the 'Story Number'.)

P4-I5 ENERGY CONSULTANT
03-08 UNRMPLOYMENT CLAIMS SUPR
02-03 RESIDENCE SUPR FOR RETARDED
1.3-23 GOVT SERVICES COORD
L2-25 COMMUNITY HEALTH COORD
07-08 ADULT DAY-CARE CTR DIR

Occupational Outlook Handbook
Page(s) 88,220

Guide for Occupational Exploration
11.07.01

9
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FIT for 2024 RECREATION LEADERS

Occ.

APPENDIX IVI
Score= 94

Fit?Question

A. Interests

You

1. Using Words Medium Medium Yes
2. Using Numbers Medium Low Almost
3. Understanding Science Low Law Yes
4. Understanding People High High Yes
6. Using Art Low Mediu* Almost
6. Attending to Details Medium Medium Yes
7. Leading Others High High Yes
8. Helping Others High High Yes
9. Making Things Low Low Yes
10. Growing Things Low Low Yes

B. Types of Work
11. Moving Around Low Low Yes
12. Change Medium Medium Yes
13. Meeting People High High Yes
14. Travel Medium Medium Yes
16. Drive High High Yes
16. Independence High High Yes
27. Style Casual Casual Yes
18. Training Vocational Vocational Yes

INFO for 2034 RECREATION LEADERS

RECREATION LEADERS ORGANIZE AND LEAD ACTIVITIES SUCH AS GAMES, SPORTS, OR
DRAMATICS TO LP ENTERTAIN PEOPLE.

You need either two years of college or three years of apprentice-type training
before starting this job.

You will probably start at between $7,600 - $12,000/year ($626 -$1000/month or
62.60 -$6.76/hr).

Atter you know how to do this work, you aay have to look for several months to
a year before you find a Job.

For more information:

Vocational Biographies
For stories of real workers in this and/or similar careers, look up the

following VOCATIONAL BIOGRAPHIES: (Note that the letter and first nuther are
the 'Book Number' and the last two numbers are the 'Story Number' .)
P6-22 YOUTH MINISTER
115-24 YOUTH CLUB EXEC DIR
N7-18 CORPORATE FITNESS DIR

Occupational Outlook Handbook
Page(s) 88,91

Guide for Occupational Exploration
09.01.01

10
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APPENDIX IVJ

You can find more information about these occupations in a career library

and by talking to people working in the field. This program contains 405 major

occupations, but there are actually thousands of occupations. Look for other

occupations in the groups in which you scored high. You can find them in

books, magazines, newspapers, or by talking to people about their work.

Ask a counselor or a librarian to help you.

End of Career Finder Printout for John Smith



APPENDIX IVK

f5 INTIZErerarrING1 Vocational Biographies CAIMIER PINDER

GOALS OF Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER

Using Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER teaches people about

occupations and how their interests and values relate to them.

Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER has been desicoed to meet the

needs of people with low career maturity and low reading skills.
It is designed for people who have little awareness of their career
planning needs, either because they are very young (ages 10 - 18) or
because they are not introspective. Many dislocated workers, ddsplaced
homemakers, special education students, and other special needs
populations need questions which are easy to answer. Vocational Bioiraphies

CAREER FINDER asks questions about things most people have experienced by

5th grade. It also asks about things people have strong opinions
about, like independence and style of dress.

Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER asks 18 simple but important
questions, then searches a list of 405 key occupational titles and
selects the ones which best fit the client's requirements. Vocational

Biographies CAREER FINDER always gives the user a list of the 20

best matches. The scores may be low if inconsistent answers were
given, but the counselor or teacher will have a place to start the
learning process. You will never have to deal with "Sorry, but there

are no matches. Try again." ever again with Vocational Biographies
CAREER FINDER.

Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER shows you why the scores are high
or low by showing you which answers match the requirements of the

occupations and which ones do not. Thus the client can learn why some
occupations would be a better match than others. Clients cam also learn
how their answers could be changed to fit themselves more realistically.
This can be accomplished by looking at "FIT" for am occupation that, in
the opinion of the client and the counselor, would be a good fit. By

studying the requirements listed, and the answers to the questions, the
client can learn the appiied meanings of the questions and how they
relate to themselves.

It is our hope that Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER is never used
in it literal way. For example, to only have clients look at occupations
that have a score over ???(whatever) would be misuse of the program.
All of the occupations listed on the printout should be considered
because they are the best 20 matches out of the 405 key occupational titles.
The user or client is the best judge of what occupations to consider.
If they do not like the occupations on their list, they should
re-do their questions. After using Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER,
they should be able to explain WHY they prefer one occupation over another.

13
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WHAT THE ANSWERS MEAN

Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER incorporates the most demanding standards

for career planning materials and uses the latest statistical information

available from the U.S. Department of Labor. Traits described in the various

questions and answers are matched to the best standardised occupational data

available for each of the 405 key occupaticmal titles in the program.

The definitions sham) here were used in coding the oceupations. This

information in given to help counselors better understand the questions and

answers so they can aid clients in making choices and interpreting results.

INTERESTS
Which types of activities do you enjoy most? Think about jobs you have held, classes you have taken. hobbies,
recreation. and things you do with your friends or family'' Decide how much you enjoy each area and choose your
answer.

1. USING WORDS
Think about your experiences in studying English, journalism, or drama. Do you enjoy reading, writing or speaking?
Using words at a high level means using words very carefully or understanding difficult words. Using words at a
low level means that words are not important in your work. Decide how much you want to use words.

3- High 2.. Medium 1 Low 0 al, Skip this question

This is the same concept as Verbal Aptitude in the DOT. It is not just reading

or writing; it is not about grammar.

High = you must use words very carefully or understand difficult words.

This does not necessarily mean sophisticated words. For example, counselors

'gust use words very carefully and know how to listen for nuances in what people

say. Examples; lawyer, clergy, counselor, teacher, writer.

Medium = you must use or understand words as well es mmst adults.

Low = words are not important in your work. This means you are not as

often required to talk, read, or write to do your job. Examples: bookkeeper,

computer programmer, maintenance mechanic, metal refiner, umrehouse worker,

furniture mover.

14
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?.. USING NUMBERS
Mink about your experiences in studying math. Do you enjoy solving numerical problems or doing calculatir. ns?
Using numbers at a high level means thinking about numerical problems or interpreting statistics. Using numbers at
a low level means seldom using numbers in your work.

3-High 2. Medium 1 Low 0....Skip this question

This is the same concept as numerical ability in the DOT.

High = doing a lot of calculations accurately or thinking about nuserical

prubless, or understanding and interpreting statistics. This level requires

numerical reasoning used in science and higher mathematics. Examples:

architect, dentist, physicist, meteorologist.

Medium = doing some calculations, like adding up bills, averaging grades,
or deciding how many items to order. Even if you use a calculator, you must
understand how the calculations are made and judge the accuracy of the numbers

shown. Examples: waiter or weitress, nurse, bank teller, tax preparer, loan

officer, salespeople.

Low = seldom having to use numbers. Examples: counselor, receptionist,

lawyer, mail carrier, bartender.

3. UNDERSTANDING SCIENCE
Think about your experiences in studying science. Do you like to know why things happen and how they work? Do you
sike biology, chemistry, physics, geology, or astronomy? A high level of science means you study at least one type of
science in college and use this information in your work. A low level means you do not use science in your work.

3...High 2Medium 1 Low 0Skip this question

This is defined as a concept in the Guide to OccupatiOnal Exploration science

cluster.

High = studying at least one type of science (biology, chemistry, physics,
geology, astronomy) in college and using this information in your work. These
are people normally considered to be physical or life scientists.

Medium = take high school science courses and use Ads information in your
work. Examples: food service, pest control, gardener, animal trainer.

Low = seldom needing science in your work. Even though a person say be
surrounded by high technology, they don't need to understand it to do their

work. Examples: cashier, parole officer, librarian.

16
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4. UNDERSTANDING PEOPLE
Think about your experiences in social studies courses. Do you like to figure out why people do the things they do? Do
yOu try to understand the problems our government faces und how to solve thorn? Do youlike to road about the past?
101, you enjoy hist*. geography. government sociology. psychology, or anthropology? A high level of understanding
people means studying at least one social science in college and using this information In yOur work. A low level means
you do not need to understand others In your wont.

3..1.11gh 2..Medlum 1 Low Om Skip this question

High = studying at least one type of social science (history, geography,

government, sociology, psychology, anthropology) in college and using this

information in your work. !Naples: social research occupations,
psychologist, social worker.

Medium = having to think about problems faced by other people and
understand the problems. Examples: administrative, health services, social

service occupations.

Low = seldom needing to understand other people's problemn in order to do

your work. Examples: bookkeeper, cashier, mechanic, drafter.

5. USING ART
Think about your experiences in studying art. Do you like to express yourself with an? Do you care about beautiful
things? Using art at a high level means writing, painting, playing music, dancing or doing other types of artistic work.
Using art at a low level means that art is not part of your work.

3High 2 a. Medium 1 Low O Skip this question

High = writing, painting, or doing other types of artistic work. In this

type of work, beauty or self expression is very important. This is actually

using your sense of beauty or artistic sensibility. Examples: those normally
considered to be in the arts...writer, interior decorator, floral designer,
commercial artist, photographer

Medium = finding new ways of doing things or new solutions to problems.
It could mean sometimes using art in your work. This includss all occupations
that are creative but not artistic. Examples: people finding creative business
olutions or scientists.

Low = art is not used in your work and you do not need to find nem ways of
doing your work. The work requires few new solutions and little artistic
judgment. Examples: traffic manager, accountant, nurse.

1 6
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O. ATTENDING TO DETAILS
Think about high school business courses. Do you enjoy putting things in order, keeping records, or keeping track
of things. A high level means you keep an office or a project orderly and running smoothly. A low level means you
do nOt keep track of things in your work.

3High 2-Medium 1...Low 0Skip this question

This is the ability to notice fine details in written words and nuibers. It is

called checking accuracy and clerical perception in the DOI. Data Display.

High = being responsible for keeping things in order, keeping records, and
getting things done. Examples: administrative support, bookkeeping,
secretarial, clerical worker, financial analyst, drafter, engineering
technician.

Medium = following instructions and sorting, filing, typing, running
office machines, or other clerical work. Most occupations require some
verification of work done and use this.

Low = not needing to order things or keep track of things for other people
(only for yourself). Examples: salespeople, cashier, kitchen helper, barber.

7. LEADING OTHERS
Think about the times you have been responsible for other people, either as a club officer, in your family, or in
work. Do you enjoy making decisions that effect others? Do you like to have other people follow your instructions?
A high level of leading means you make decisions, tell others what to do, and ars responsible for the end result. A
low level means you are responsible only for doing your own work.

3,..High 2-Medium 1 Low 0.-Skip this question

High = making decisions that affect others, telling other people what to
do and being responsible for setting the work done and for the end result.
Exasples: managers, supervisors, administrators, teachers.

Medium = having an effect on a few others or telling a few others what to
do. They have some responsibility, but their prisary Job is not leading others
to get their work done. Examples: financial planners, engineers.

Low only being responsible for doing your awn work. Examples: artist,

writer, computer repairer, atenograpler.

17
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EL HELPING OTHERS
Think about your experience in caring for others. Do you enjoy doing things for other people? Do you want to
make other people's lives more pleasant? A high level means studying ways of helping others in college and doing

jOb that requires this training, like medicine, law, counseling. etc. A low level means you do not take care of

others in your work.
3-High 2o.Medium 1 1..ow 0Skip this question

High = studying ways of helping others in college and doing a job which

require* this training. For example: medicine, law, counseling, social

service, and health service occupations.

Medium = responding to the needs of others. It is giving service to
others and responding to the need' people express. This kind of helping may
require some training, but not a college degree in a helping field. Sxamples:

waitress, secretary, nurse's aide.

Low = not being expected to take care of other people in your work.

Examples: credit worker, buyer, estimator, nuclear technician.

9. MAKING 'WINGS
Think about your experiences in shop or home economics courses. Do you make things at home or as a hobby?
Do you like to make things out of wood or metal, repair or build engines or cars. sew or cook? Do you enjoy
seeing the results of your work? A high laval moans using machines or tools skillfully and setting up the task. A
low level means you do not make things and you may not work with things at all.

2 Medium 1Low ON.Skip this question

This means being physically involved in your work with concrete
objects...whether making things or creating concepts.

Sigh = using machines or tools skillfully and setting up or designing the
thing you are making. Knowing how to make things work and being able to make
them work the way they are supposed to. Sxamples: engineer, jeweler,

carpenter, artist, mechanic, photographer.

Medium = some skill is required when using machines or tools to make

things.

Low = not making things in your work or not working with things at all.
There is no visible product of their work. Examples: truck driver, teacher,
counselor, retail store manager, customs inspector.
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10. GROWING THINGS
Think about the plants or animals you have taken care of. Growing things at a high level means planning what you
will grow and taking rosponsibility for the plants or animals. A low level means you do not want to take care of
plants or animals at all.

2.Medium 1...Low 0.D Skip this question?

This refer. to interest in agriculture or horticulture, not necesbarily skill

in making things grow; it is caring about growing things. It deals with both

wild and domwstic plants and animals.

High = planning what you will grow and taking responsibility for the

plants or animals until the project is finished. Examples: farmer, forester,

biologist, wild-life specialist.

Medium = coring for plants or animals as one part of your job.

Low = not working with plants or animals in your job. Examples: economist,
system analyst, traffic manager, stage hand.

TYPES OF WORK
Besides interest there are other things about work that may be important to you. The next 8 questions ask about a
variety of things. Remember to choose -Skip" if the question is not important to you. If it is important to you,
decide how much of it you want in your work.

11. PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
Do you like to move around and lift things? High means you move around a lot and lift things weighing 50 pounds
or more. Low means you move around very little and do not lift more than 10 pounds.

3...High 2Medium 1...Low 0.Skip this question

High = moving around a lot and having to lift 50 pounds or more.
Examples: fire fighter, furniture mover, construction and mining workers.

Medium = moving around a little and having to lift 10 - 25 pounds. This

is what most people do.

Low = not moving around very much and not having to lift more than 10
pounds. It is sitting a lot and moving a little. People who are mobility

impaired belong here. Examples: teacher, counselor, buyer, lawyer, computer

engineer.
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12. CHANGE
Do you like to change often from one task to another end to do many different things each day? High means
changing tasks often and doing many different things on the job, depending on what is needed. Low means you do
the same thing most of the time and repeat tasks over and over.

3-High 2-Medium 1Low CiaSkip this question

High = having several different skills and changing tasks often, depending
on which skills are needed on the Job. Must be alert to respond correctly; no

set procedures to follow; can be exhausting. Examples: counselor, physician,

administrator, plumber.

Medium = changing tasks sometimes, but not very often. This is having
choices and variety, but not much change.

Low = doing the same thing for long periods of time. You might repeat a
task over and over or follow a set routine. Examples: steel mill worker, dry
cleaner, roam clerk, ticket agent.

13. MEETING PEOPLE
Do you want to work with other people and meet new people in your work? High means talking to 10 or more
people each day, not counting the ones you work with. Low means working alone or with one other person.

3-High 2-Medium 1 Low 0Skip this question

This is public contact. It is not chatting with co-workers.

High = you would talk to more then 10 people each day not counting those
you work with. They could be the sane or different people, but not co-
workers. Outside sales representatives are very isolated from their co-
workers, but must travel, have public contact, and sell. Examples: sales

person, bus driver, recreation leader.

Medium = you would talk to 3 to 10 people each day.

Low = you would work alone or with one or two other people. Examples:

drafter, tree surgeon, title examiner, technical writer.
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14. TRAVEL
Do you want to travel in your work? High means being away from your home and your friends for a week or longe

at least once a month. Low means staying in the office or place where you work almost every day.
3...High 2Medium 1...Low Our Skip this question

High = you would be out of town for a week or more et least once a month.

This means being away from home at night whether the days are all together or

spread out over the month. This may not be glamorous at all; you say have to

drive a lot, or stay in small communities or isolated areas. It involves being

away from family and friends. Examples: salesperson with a territory, long-

distance truck driver, pilot.

Medium = you might take short trips occasionally or you might leave the

office but come home at night.

Low = you would spend most of your time working in one place. Examples:

office worker, farmer, statistician, industrial engineer, product manager.

15. DRIVE
How hard are you willing to work? Do you want to do something special In your work? Do you have high goals?
High means you are willing to work long hours to reach your goats. Low means you want to work only the hours
you are paid to work end you want to forget about your work when you go home.

3..High 2.- Medium 1 -.Low 0 -.Skip this question

This is the willingness to work hard.

High = you want to accomplish a goal and you are willing to work long

hours or work really hard to reach your goal. In some occupations you are

expected to work overtime and have a lot of commitment to your work. Examples:

business executive, small business owner, performing artist, physician.

Medium = you might have to work overtime sometimes or work really hard to

finish a project. This reflects a professional attitude...you don't leave

until you finish. You make up time later.

Low = you would leave your work behind when your hours are over. If you

must work overtime, you would expect to be paid extra for it. There is no

professional commitment to the job; when the day ends you leave your job behind

you. Examples: security guard, barber, stenographer, tree surgeon, pharmacist.
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111. INDEPENDENCE
Do you want to decide how you will do your work, or do you want to be told how to do it? High independence
means you accept a goal and then you decide how to reach the goal and how to spend your time each day. Low
means someone tells you how to do your work and checks to be sure you do it right.

3 High 2 Medium 1 Low 0 0. Skip this question

This is autonomy and is correlated to education...the higher the education, the

more independence you are given. It is also related to maturity. Young people

want independence but must learn the responsibility that goes with it.

High = you might be assigned a goal but you are free to decide how to
reach that goal and how to spend your time each day. You are responsible for
getting the Job done and accept responsibility for yourself. Many independent
occupations require professional degrees; you are expected to make your own
decisions about how work should be completed. Examples: administrator, lawyer,

artist, writer, college professor.

Medium = you are assigned a task and told how to do it but no one checks
to see if you are getting it done. You are given latitude within well-,defined

boundaries.

Low = you must do what you are told and someone checks to see how well you
are doing your work. You are closely supervised and not given much
responsibility for your work. Examples: data entry worker, file clerk, food

service worker.

17. STYLE
How do you want to dress when you go to work? "Elegant" means the people you work with wear stylish clothes
and the place you work is elegant or artistic. You are expected to wear expensive clothes to make a good
Impression. "Formal" means you wear a business suit or a uniform. You are expected to look good every day.
"Casual" means no one cares what you wear. as long as it is reasonable,

3 ow Elegant 2 Format 1 Casual 0- Skip this question

This is complicated because the environment may not match your dress.
Cosmetologists must look good, but work with chemicals and wash people's hair.
Janitors may clean very elegant buildings.

Elegant = the people and decor where you work would be stylish or elegant,
and you would be expected to dress in the latest fashion or in expensive
clothes to make a good impression. You are judged by how you are dressed.
There are very few purely elegant occupations. This is setting the dress
standard. Examples: president, entertainer, clothes designer, artist.

Formal = you would wear a business suit or uniform and be expected to look
good every day. This is conforming to standards.

Casual = no one would care what you wear as long as it is reasonable.
There are no dress restraints or standards. Examples: surveyor, civil engineer,
biologist, farm worker, stock clerk.
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le. TRAINING
How much education or training are you willing to get before starting to work? "High School" means you do not

need any special training. A high school diploma is enough. Vocational means you need special vocational training.

You can get training through an apprenticeship, a private vocational school or a community college. "College"

means you need a lour-year. bachelor's degree from a college or university. "Graduate" means you need more

than four years of college, either a masters or doctorate degree.
4...Graduate 3E College 2...Vocational 1 --High School 0.Skip this question

Graduate = more than four years of college, leading to a masters or

doctorate degree. This is the standard or preferred level, but not necessarily

required. Examples: librarian, university teacher, nuclear engineer, dentist,

physician.

College = a four-year bachelors degree from a college or university. This

is usually preferred, but experience can substitute. Examples: accountant,

personnel worker, engineer, actuary, meterologist.

Vocational = training from an apprenticeship, a vocational school, or a

community college. It includes other training that is less than a four-year

college degree but more than high school. It also includes special training

from high school such as vocational training. Examples: dancer, secretary,

auto mechanic, carpenter, machinist, dental lab technician.

nigh School = no more than a high school diploma. This is general

education with no special training. Examples: Janitor, fry cook, receptionist,

postal clerk, library assistant, telephone operator.
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WHY ARE THE GROUPS RATED?

Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER calculates a score for each of the 21

occupational groups and prints the group names and scores on request. The

score is based on the comparimpon of the user's answers to the most typical
occupational profile from each group. The charts on the following pages show

profiles of each group's occupations.

The scores for the groups are calculated the same way as the occupational

scores and are given as a percentage. Two points are given for a perfect vetch

or a skip (since any answer will do). One point is given if the match is off

by one. No points are givem if the match is off by more than one. This raw

score is then turned into a percentage.

Young or less mature users (who may have a hard time describing themselves) do

not have enough information for making good occupational matches. For these

users the group ratings may be more relevant for their exploration than

specific occupations. For all users the group scores offer one more way to

explore occupational options.

Counselors should encourage users to find their highest and lowest group

scores. The groups with the lowest scores should not be considered for further

exploration. The groups with the highest scores should be investigated
further, using the Vocational Biographies printout by SOC group and the CAREER
FINDER OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS handout. This describes all of the groups and gives
specific names of occupations as examples, to help students expand their search

activities. The latest edition of the OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK is also
organized by the SOC groups.
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RON THE SCORES ARE CALCUIATED FOR THE OCCUPATIONS

Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER calculates a score for each of its 405

occupational categories after the group scores are given. Although this is a

great deal of computation for a little microcomputer, users ere usually busy
studying their group scores while the computer is working on the longer set of

occupational calculations. So, from the user's point of view, the waiting time

for the calculation is short. The actual calculation time is about 2 minutes

on the Apple and about 30 seconds on IBM.

Bach question is worth 2 points. Full crea is given for a perfect match or

Skip. One point is given when the occupation requires one level higher or

lower than the user selected. Zero points are given for answers which are more

than one level sway. Scores are reported as percents.

The scores are shown as a percentage and can range from 0 to 100. Fifty (60)

is probably average. Perfect matches or skips for all 111 questions would give
you 36 points and show on your printout as a score of 100. The scores are not
comparable from one person to another, but only have meaning in relation to one
another within a user's profile. The scores themselves do not indicate

anything particular. One person's scores may be high because they used a lot
of Skip options or because their answers happened to match some occupations

very well. Another's may be low because loose of their answers may be
inconsistent, or because their answers happened to NOT match many occupations.

Every user gets feedback on his/her answers. Matches do not have to be

perfect. The program shows the 20 best occupational matches no matter whet the
scores are. This always gives the counselor and client somewhere to start,
then by changing answers, you can see why the scores are high or low, or which

answers don't match which occupations. This is all part of the learning
process that is possible with Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER.
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8. TUE SOC GROUPS

WHAT IS SOC?

The STANDARD OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION (SOC) is the newest classification
system for occupations (1980) developed by the U.S. Government for use in
statistical analysis and presentation of data about occupations. It organizes
all base titles from the DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES, FOUIRTH EDITION
(DOT) and selected titles from the 1970 Census of Population CLASSIFIED INDEX
OF INDUSTRIES AND OCCUPATIONS into groups on the basis of work performed.

It is designed to reflect the current occupational structure of the United
States. Periodic revisions are planned for this classification system to
reflect changes in the occupational structure of the U.S. labor force.

WHY WAS SOC SELECTED FOR CAREER FINDER?

Accuracy of information is of primary importance in a program such as
Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER, and we believe this classification
structure will allow us to describe occupations in the U.S. labor force most
accurately. We also believe the statistical labor market information provided
by Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER will be more accurate because of the
mechanism provided by SOC for cross-referencing and aggregating occupation-
related data collected by the various social and economic statistical reporting
programs.

BOW CAN STUDENTS USE SOC?

Grouping occupations with the SOC system will help students in several ways.
Not only will a more accurate picture of the current labor market be presented,
with accurate information about the occupations, but students will learn how
similar occupations relate to one another. The SOC groups can help students
explore occupations they may never have heard of before.

The OCCUPATION OUTLOOK HANDBOOK (0011), published by the U.S. Department of
Labor, and the backbone of most career counseling programs, is now organized
according to the SOC system. This means students who use Vocational
Biographies CAREER FINDER to identify the SOC groups their interests match best
have a direct reference to the groups of occupations described in the 0011.
This makes researching occupations not included in Vocational Biographies
CAREER FINDER very easy to do.
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7. Vocatideal Biographies CAREER FINDER OCCUPATIONS

BOW THEY WERE SELECTED

The 875 occupations in Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER were selected to
represent a diverse, well-balanced sample of the current national labor market
using the most current information available from the U.S. Dept. of Ldbor.
Care was taken to also represent new and emerging occupations that will become

more common in the future. These 875 occupations are grouped under 405 key
occupational titles to ease use of the program.

MAINSTREAM OCCUPATIONS
Many occupations in the U.S. labor market are very, very, specialized and may
only be relevant in certain regions of the country (such as "lei maker" which
I. found in the D.O.T.) Users of Vocational Biogrephies CAREER FINDER will
find the 876 Vocational Biographies titles grouped rito 406 occupational titles
that are common in the U.S. labor market. These categories in Vocational
Biographies CAREER FINDER employ 4,000 workers or more.

REALISTIC OCCUPATIONS
Many occupations in the U.S. labor market require years of experience in other
Jobs to meet the high qualifications needed for the work. People using career
exploration programs such as Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER are looking
for occupations to start their career, or to find a new career. Therefore,

most occupations in Vocational Biographies are "entry level" occupations. Entry
level occupations are those that can be entered with no training or can be
entered directly following a training program. The training itself qualifies
them for the position. No experience is needed.

CURRENT OCCUPATIONS
The Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER occupations are updated every year,
new occupations are added and old titles removed. This ensures that new and
emerging occupations will be represented and declining occupations will be
deemphasized.

VOCATIONAL BIOGRAPHIES
Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER is designed to be used with Vocational
Biographies Career Library and Subscription.Service, a career resource in print
form presenting 876 biographies of individual workers in careers. In addition
to more than double the number of titles listed in the "Information" search,
the biographies offer personal information about a career. Bach biography
gives a unique lifelong view of a career and illustrates new career concepts
such es self-identity, job progression, career planning and decision-making,
lifestyle, and motivation. This in-depth personal approach makes the materials
especially valuable as a follow-up reference.

A NUMERICAL LISTING OF THE Vocational Biographies CAREER FINDER OCCUPATIONS BY
SOC GROUP starts on the next page. A complete list of the 876 Vocational
Biographies titles in these groups follows, beginning on page 41.
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NAM

TODAY'S DATE

Am.1161*

REWIRE 70 CARE= FINDER

Career Tinder asks you 1$ quastions about the kind of work you Ms to do.
For each question. you can answer it Or you can 'Ship" it. The question you
Skip will not he used in finding occupations for you. So Choose "Skip° if
you don't care about is qoestion.
Career finder will look for occupations that fit your answers. There ere
no right or wrong answers. Try to Ito honest about youroalf.

A. INTERESTS

There are 10 questions about your interests. Think about the experiences you
have had in each of these areas. Think about jobs you haws held, classes you
have taken), hobbies, recreation, and things you do with your friends or family.For each area, you probably can reueiber at least one aetIvity,you have dons.
Decide how such you enjoy each area and chooss your answer.

1. Using Words
Think about your experiencea in studying English, journalise, or dress. Do youenjoy reading, writing, or wpeaking? Using words at a high level scans wingwords very carofully or undarstanding difficult words. Using words at a low
level mesas that word, are not important in your work. Decide borough you wantto use words.
High (3)
Mediu* (1)-1--

Skip (or-

2. Using Numbers
Think about your experiences in studying math. Do you enjoy solving numerical
problems or doing calculations? Using numbers srt a high loyal man* thinkingabout numerical problems or interpreting statistics. Using pushers as a lowlwvel moons seldom using numbers in your work.
High (3)
Medium (IT

3. Using Science
Think about your experiences in studyine science. DO you like to know whythings happen and how they work? Do you like biology, chemistry, physics,
;ecology, or astroncmy? A his's level of science means you study at least onetype of science in college and use this information in your work. k low levelsums you do not use science in your work.
High (3)
MediUm ......

EST CM AVALABLE
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4. Daderstanding People
-tusk about your experiences in social studio courses. 1. 'es like to figure

mat why people do the things they do? gb you tty tOmmderstandes
our goverment faces end hos to solve thmk? yp welled Oast the
put? V. yonliejoy bistory, geography, govermeme. aottritslobolsars
'orientbropology? &high level tquiderstmedleg people stmdOing at least

aim social science in Wind and oda this isformatias ja a' .owsk, 6 Sow
level asap yes do sat 114 b isdasts,d Others is 'your ant
AL. C3)
Indium dr"
Low 034
skil, CDT--

5. Wag Art
Think about your emporiences In stodying Ism 'Do you like to 42,24.0 loarlf
with art? Do you cars about beautiful pings! U11,011 IMAM di bilk lovellOpsos
writing, painting, playing smsic. dancing, or doing other typOs of ordain
work. Using art at a low lintel means that art le not parit of your work.'
Sigh (3)
limilus UT-

(i)

Skip (0)_

41. Attending to Details
Mak 'bout %lib school business courses. Do you snjoy potting things-is:

order, keeping records, or tiepins track of Mogi? A.high level seanslyo .

keop an office sr project orderly and sussing esooihly. Aloe Level leans Yon-
do sot keep track of things in your work.

lush (3).
Sidi=
Low (1)
Skip Or

7. Loading Others
Think ebout thq Uses you hare been responsible for other people: 'either se a
club officer, is your family, or in your work. Do pou enjoy iseklag decisions

that effect others? Do you like to hare other people foLlay raw instftetiams?

,A high level of leading sem you make *SWIM, tell 'others what todo,

and era rssponsible for the end result. A Low /Neel spans feu oro
only for=doing your own stork.
Sigh (3)

Medium (2),
,

Low (1)

S. taping Others
Think about your onperlences incasing for Ohara. 00 /ou 00074011. t.lanDs
for other people? Do roe vent to make ether !People's liras moN pleasant? NA

high level means ssudying toys of helpieg-othore in college and doing s jdb.
that requires Ole training, like medicine, law, counseling, eft. Alai level

leans you do not tolls care of others In your work.

&idiom dr'
Low (1)*

Skip
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9. *Wog Mine
Utak about your experlezces it shop or hone economies courses. MO you mate
things at Wm. or go o bobby? Do yoll like to make things out of wood sr metal.
rePar or build *slum. ears eft, or cool', Do you enjoy seeing the malts
of your work? A kW level MMUS WWII machines we cools sksugelly end
setting up the task. I low level means you do not eau tuns mid you may not
work with tkiege et all.
Nigh (3)
Medium (fr.
Low (1)
Skip c05"--

10. Growing Things
Think about the plants or missals you have taken care of. Growing things et a

high level means pleasing what you will grow and taking respoosibility for the

ploats or animals. A low level means you do not want to talcs csre of pleats or

animals at all.
Risk (3)
Medium (165--
Low (1)
Skip (0)----

D. TOES OF IOU

Besides interests there are other things about York that say be important to
you. lla nest I questions ask about a variety of things. 'Remember to choose
"Skieif the question is not loprtant to you. If the question is important
to You, decide how ouch of it you want in your work..

II. Mbytes Around
Do you like to glove around and lift things? Nigh *sans you move argued a lot
and lift things weighing 50 pounds or more. Loy means you move eround very
little and do not lift sore than 10 pounds.
High (3)
Medi= (Tr--
tow (1),,=
Skip (0)

12. Change
Do you like to change often Icor one task to another and to do any different
things each day? Sigh means changing tasks often and doing many different
things on the job depending on what is needed. Low moans doing the same
thing sost of the time and repeating tasks over and over.
High (3)
Medium Or--

People
fr' -;ou liest to work with other people and wost sew people to your work? Sigh
oftne talking to 10 ow more people each day, not cousting.the ones you work
loiter. Low means working alone or with one other person.
Sigh (3)
Medium
Low (1)
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14. Travel
Do you want to travel iu you work? Sigh means being away fres your home and
your friends for a week or longer at least once a month. Low mesas otalidoS in
'be office or place where you work almost Amery day.
S igh (3)

MWdium arnm-

15. Drive
low hard ore you villing to work? Do you vent to do something special in your
work? DO you base high goals? Sigh means you are willing to work long hours
to reach your goals. Low means you want to work only the hours you as, paid to
lorb.snd yrou want to forget shout your work when you go bona.

16. Independence
Do you want to decide bow you will do your work, or do you want to be told baw
to do it? Sigh indepencence means you accept a goal and then you decide bowr to
reach the goal and how to spend your time each day. Low means someone tells
you bow to do your work and watches to be sure you do it right.
Nigh (3)
Nadi= Cir'
Low (1)
Skip

17. Style
Saw do you want to dress when you go to world "Elegant" means the people yoa
work with wear stylish clothes and the place you work in lo slogan or artistic.
Tou ass expected to wear expensive clothes to sake a good iapression. "Formal"
means you wear a business suit or a uniform. You ere expected to look good

, very day. "Casual" weans no one cares what you wear as long as it is
reasonable.
Elegant (3)

. casual 01'1
(o)

IS. Training
law mueh education or training ate you sdlling to get before startiug to work?
*Sigh School" aeons you do not need any special training. Ai high ochool
diplosa is enough. wilocatioual" aeons you need spacial vocational training.
You can get training through au apprenticeship, s private vocational school,
or a community college. "Collage" means you toted 4 four year bachelor's degree
(rom s college or univarsity. "Graduate" wane you seed mor than four years
of college, either a mapter's or doctorate degree.
Graduate (4)
College (3)
%national aril'
41Igh Schoil (6-------
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